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Abstract 

Ca2+ is a crucial second messenger with response to 

wide variety of environmental stresses and 

development process. Out of three Ca2+ sensor gene 

families, two gene families (CBL and CaM) which act 

as sensor relays were selected for the study. The 

drought responsive members in CaM (Calmodulin) 

(LOC_Os03g20370) and CBL (Calcineurin B–like) 

(LOC_Os03g42840, LOC_Os05g45810, LOC_Os01g 

51420) were used for identifying their homologous 

genes in maize, sorghum and Arabidopsis. A total of 34 

genes from the four species were analyzed for their 

phylogenetic relationship, gene structure, cis-

regulatory elements and expression level up on drought 

stress.  

 

Based on the comparative analysis, it was observed 

that all the identified homologous genes are potential 

for drought response which will be promising to the 

plant improvement programs. Further, rice 

calmodulin-1 was modeled by using the experimentally 

proven structure of homolog Arabidopsis calmodulin-

7 and the native like structure was obtained through 

conformational sampling analysis.  
 
Keywords: Drought, CBL, CaM, Conformational sampling, 

Homology model. 

 

Introduction 
Ca2+ is a crucial second messenger with response to wide 

variety of environmental stresses and development 

process51. Continuous sensing of changing and potentially 

harsh conditions induces various spatial and temporal 

patterns of Ca2+ levels in plants8, these changes facilitate the 

plants to recognize the external stimuli that are decoded 

using highly-specific protein sensors which trigger the 

appropriate physiological responses. Ca2+ sensors affect the 

activity of downstream effectors that synchronize changes in 

metabolism, gene expression and turnover of proteins35.  

 

In plants, there are three families of Ca2+ sensor proteins and 

they are: (i) calmodulin (CaM)/CaM-like (CML); (ii) 

calcineurin-B-like (CBL) and (iii) Ca2+-dependent protein 

kinases (CDPKs, called CPKs in Arabidopsis)7,13,65. Out of 

three Ca2+ sensor families; CDPKs are the true “responders” 

that carry out direct signal transduction using their own 

catalytic activity. As CaMs/CMLs and CBLs lack catalytic 

activity they act as sensor relays which regulate downstream 

targets. Nevertheless, CBLs can specifically interact with 

CBL-interacting protein kinases (CIPKs) which are a 

specialized group of serine/threonine protein kinases35.  

 

CBL gene family has ten members in the genomes of 

Arabidopsis and rice. The ten CBL genes consists of six or 

seven introns in their coding regions of which four introns 

are conserved in the position and phase in all 10 CBL 

genes30. Each plant CBL has four EF-hands3 and each EF-

hand motif consists of 12 amino acid residues in which the 

amino acids at positions 1(X), 3(Y), 5(Z), 7(-X), 9(-Y) and 

12(-Z) are highly conserved and responsible for binding of 

Ca2+. The plant CBL harbors three canonical EF-hands 

where the first EF-hand motif is not canonical3, 40. Nagae et 

al analyzed the crystal structure of AtCBL2 protein and 

verified that the first and fourth EFhand motifs bind two 

calcium ions, respectively, whereas the second and third EF-

hand motifs remain open. 

 

CaM is the best characterized Ca2+ sensor and highly 

conserved from an evolutionary point and is present in all 

eukaryotic cells4,19. CaM is a small (149 amino acids) acidic 

protein and has a flexible helical region in the center which 

connects two globular domains. Each of these domains has 

two EF-hands that binds with Ca2+. Even though multiple 

CaM isoforms are present, plant genomes encode a 

remarkable number of CMLs whose primary sequences have 

≥16% overall identity with the canonical CaM sequence. 

Functional motifs other than EF-hands are notably 

absent42,43.  

 

In this study, drought responsive genes of CaM and CBL 

from rice have been compared with its homologous genes in 

maize, sorghum and Arabidopsis by using genomic analysis. 

They were analyzed for its common characteristics and also 

our study incorporates the possibility of conformational 

sampling in finding out the best structure for a homology 

model and various structural deviations of a protein in 

solvent.  

 

Material and Methods 
Data sets: The drought responsive members in CaM 

(Calmodulin) (LOC_Os03g20370) and CBL (Calcineurin 

B–like) (LOC_Os03g42840, LOC_Os05g45810, 

LOC_Os01g51420) gene families in rice were identified 

from previous studies25,63. Orthologs and paralogs of the 

selected genes were identified through BLASTp 

(https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) search. Plant genome 

duplication database (PGDD)36 was used for the 
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identification of segmental duplication. Sequences which 

had similarity >75%, were considered as potential orthologs 

by means of reciprocal best hit approach.  Genomic, CDS 

and protein sequences of rice, maize, sorghum and 

Arabidopsis genes were retrieved from Rice Genome 

Annotation Project (http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu), 

Ensembl Plants (http://plants.ensembl.org) and NCBI 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Total of 34 genes were 

considered for the further analysis. 

 

Multiple sequence alignment: Multiple sequence 

alignment was done for all the protein sequences by using 

ClustalW with MView output embedded in BAR (The Bio-

Analytic Resource for Plant Biology) (https://bar. 

utoronto.ca/ntools/cgi-bin/ntools_multiplealign_w_mview. 

cgi).61  

 

Phylogenetic analysis: The multiple sequence alignment of 

all the protein sequences was constructed by using 

CLUSTALW 57 and submitted to MEGA X 34 for building 

phylogenetic tree using Neighbour-Joining method by 

considering 1,000 rapid bootstrap replicates and it was 

visualized using iTOL (http://itol.embl.de).  Discrete gamma 

distribution was analyzed by using the multiple sequence 

alignment to understand the evolutionary rate difference. 

Five discrete categories were used for the analysis. 

Substitution pattern and rates were estimated under the 

Jones-Taylor-Thornton model (+G)24.  

 

Gene structure analysis: The gene structures of all the 

genes were predicted by aligning the coding sequence with 

its corresponding genomic sequence by using GSDS 2.0 

server (http:// gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn). GSDS 2.0 is an 

improved version of GSDS and it supports two more widely 

used annotation formats providing more comprehensive 

support for annotation files.  

 

Promoter sequence analysis: Cis-regulatory elements of all 

the sequences were identified from PLACE database 21. This 

database identifies motifs in plant cis-acting regulatory DNA 

elements which were collected from previously published 

reports. In addition to the reported motifs in the original 

publication, their variations in other genes or other plant 

species reported later were also included.  

 

Gene expression analysis: To understand the function of 

the genes, its expression pattern towards drought stress was 

analyzed by using GENEVESTIGATOR22, which has a 

manually curated and well annotated database of expression 

data collected from variety of public repositories including 

Gene Expression Omnibus 6 and Array Express49. For rice, 

Affymetrix Rice Genome Array and mRNA- seq Gene Level 

Oryza Sativa (ref: MSU v7.0) platforms were used with 

water deficit microarray datasets OS-00143, OS-00195, OS-

00230, OS-0369 (GSE57950, GSE78972, GSE92989, 

PRJNA306542). For maize, mRNA- Seq Gene Level Zea 

Mays (ref: AGPV4) platform was used with water deficit 

microarray datasets ZM-00049, ZM-00050, ZM-00076, 

ZM-00078, ZM00086 and ZM-0124 (GSE48507, 

GSE40070, GSE71723, E-MTAB-4297, E-MTAB-4325, E-

MTAB-4198).  

 

For Arabidopsis, mRNA- Seq Gene Level Arabidopsis 

thaliana platform was used with water deficit microarray 

dataset AT-00743 (E-MTAB-3279). Sorghum was analyzed 

manually by using water deficit microarray data set 

GSE80699.  

 

Homology modeling and identification of global minima: 

The 3D structure of the protein sequence of the gene 

LOC_Os03g20370 was modeled by using Swiss Model 

workspace28. Conformational sampling approach was used 

to generate ensembles to expand the chances of identifying 

an energetic landscape that closely matched the input 

structures26. Normal Mode-based Simulation (NMSim) 

(http://www.nmsim.de) approach 31 performs three types of 

simulations viz. unbiased exploration of conformational 

space, pathway generation by a targeted simulation and 

radius of gyration (RoG)-guided simulation. The RoG-

guided simulation type was used here to generate the 

ensembles of protein structures of LOC_Os03g20370.  

 

The parameters used for the rigid cluster decomposition 

were as follows: energy cutoff for hydrogen bonds 

(−1.0kcal/mol), method for placing hydrophobic constraints 

(3), cutoff for including hydrophobic constraints (0.35Å). 

The method chosen for the normal mode analysis was rigid 

cluster normal mode analysis and the distance cutoff for 

interactions between C-alpha atoms was set to 10Å. The 

parameters for the simulation were as follows: number of 

trajectories (1), number of simulation cycles (500), number 

of NMSim cycles (1), frequency of writing out 

conformations (1), side chain distortions (0.3), normal mode 

range (1–50), ROG mode (1) and step size (0.5Å).  

 

Trajectories were visualized using VEGA ZZ package50. The 

ensemble of LOC_Os03g20370 protein structures was ana-

lyzed for their energetic contributions through Bayesian 

Analysis Conformation Hunt (BACH) algorithm 

(http://bachserver.pd.infn.it/in) in which the all-atom energy 

score was computed based on 1091 parameters. The BACH 

score was used to discriminate the global minima from the 

ensemble11,59. 

 

Results and Discussion 
Analysis of gene duplication and mapping of genes to 

chromosome locations: The gene OsCBL3 had 45% of 

orthologous genes in maize, 22% in sorghum and 33% in 

Arabidopsis. The gene OsCBL4 had 50% of orthologs in 

maize and 50% in sorghum. There were no orthologous 

genes for OsCBL10 in maize and Arabidopsis and its 

orthologs were identified only from sorghum (table 1). The 

gene OsCaM1-1 had 70% of its orthologs found in 

Arabidopsis 20% in maize and 10% in sorghum. The gene 

OsCBL3 was located in chromosome 3 and its paralogous 

gene OsCBL2 was found in chromosome 12.  
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Similarly, OsCBL4 located in chromosome 5 had its 

paralogous genes at chromosome 2 and they were OsCBL7 

and OsCBL8. OsCaM1-1 was located in chromosome 3 and 

its paralogous genes were identified in chromosome 11 

(OsCML2), chromosome 1 (OsCML1), chromosome 12 

(OsCML3), chromosome 5 (OsCML9) and in chromosome 

7 (OsCaM1-2). These genes and its paralogs might be 

evolved as a result of segmental duplication since they are 

located within the known genomic blocks18 whereas, the 

gene OsCBL10 (chromosome 1) and OsCBL9 (chromosome 

1) were paralogous genes and they might be evolved due to 

tandem duplication since they are located adjacent in the 

same chromosome45. The Ka/Ks ratio for the tandem 

duplicated genes were found to be 0.16 and for the segmental 

duplicated pairs it varied from 0 to 0.84. 

 

Table 1 

Rice genes and their homologous genes 
 

Locus Id Gene Chromosome Location Paralogous genes Orthologous genes 

LOC_Os03g42840 OsCBL3 3 23888734..23895460 LOC_Os12g40510 Zm00001d033295 

SORBI_3008G152800 

Zm00001d030955 

At4g26570 

At5g55990 

SORBI_3008G046500 

Zm00001d023504 

Zm00001d023506 

LOC_Os05g45810 OsCBL 4 5 26535703..26537911 LOC_Os02g18880 

LOC_Os02g18930 

SORBI_3009G210300 

Zm00001d038730 

LOC_Os01g51420 OsCBl 10 1 29568428..29572133 LOC_Os01g39770 SORBI_3003G275000 

LOC_Os03g20370 OsCaM1-1 3 9195526..9198964  

LOC_Os01g59530 

LOC_Os11g03980 

LOC_Os12g03816 

LOC_Os05g41200 

LOC_Os07g48780 

SORBI_3001G390300 

At3g43810 

Zm00001d038543 

At2g27030 

At3g56800 

At2g41110 

At5g21274 

Zm00001d028948 

At1g66410 

At5g37780 

 

 
Fig. 1: A. Multiple sequence analysis of OsCBL3 and homologous genes, B. Chromosome location  

of the 4 selected genes 

https://www.maizegdb.org/gene_center/gene/Zm00001d028948
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Analysis of domain architecture: The gene OsCBL3 

(LOC_Os03g42840) and its homologous genes were 

analyzed for sequence conservation by multiple sequence 

alignment (figure 1). The protein sequence Arabidopsis gene 

At4g26570 was the reference and all the sequences showed 

percentage of identity ranging from 79.7 to 90.4%. The 

reference sequence AT4G26570 and AT5G55990 had 4 EF 

hand domains at the amino acid residues 36-81, 82-117, 119-

154 and 163-197.  

 

Similarly, the rice proteins sequence of the genes 

LOC_Os03g42840 and LOC_Os12g40510 had 4 EF hand 

domains at the amino acid residues 45-80, 81-116, 118-153 

and 162-197 whereas in Zm00001d033295, 

SORBI_3008G152800 and Zm00001d030955 lacked EF 

hand 1 but the other three EF hands were highly conserved 

as in rice and Arabidopsis.  

 

Similarly, Zm00001d023504, Zm00001d023506 and 

SORBI_3008G046500 also lacked EF hand 1 domain and 

other three EF hand domains had slight change in amino acid 

residues when compared to remaining sequences. The 

position of three domains was at 79-114, 116-151 and 160-

195. Except EF hand 1, other three domains had shown 

similarities in boundaries in all the sequences. 

 

In the analysis of OsCBL4 (LOC_Os05g45810) and its 

homologous sequences, SORBI_3009G210300 was the 

reference sequence and the percentage of identity ranged 

from 64.1to 84.4% for the other sequences to the reference. 

The three rice sequences (LOC_Os05g45810, 

LOC_Os02g18880 and LOC_Os02g18930) had 4 EF hands 

at amino acid residues 31-66, 67-102 and 104-139. The other 

two sequences (SORBI_3009G210300 and 

Zm00001d038730) lacked the EF hand 1 but the three EF 

hands were highly conserved.  

 

The OsCBL10 (LOC_Os01g51420) and its two homologous 

sequences were analyzed for conservation by taking 

LOC_Os01g51420 as reference. Percentage of identity 

ranged from 52.8 to 81.3%.  Even though 4 EF hand domains 

were present in all the sequences, the domain boundaries 

varied slightly in all the three. OsCaM1-1 

(LOC_Os03g20370) and its 15 homologous sequences were 

also analyzed by considering LOC_Os11g03980 as 

reference. The percentage of identity ranged from 38.7 to 

99.33% for the members of the group to the reference.  

 

The number of conserved EF hands was same in all the 

sequences but a slight change in boundaries was visible. Two 

rice sequences (LOC_Os11g03980 and LOC_Os12g03816) 

had 4 EF hands at amino acid residues 7-42, 43-78, 80-115 

and 116-151 whereas other 4 rice sequences 

(LOC_Os07g48780, LOC_Os03g20370, LOC_ 

Os01g59530 and LOC_Os05g41200), 5 Arabidopsis 

sequences (AT2G27030, AT3G56800, AT2G41110, 

AT5G21274, AT3G43810, AT1G66410 and AT5G37780) 

and 1 sorghum sequence SORBI_3001G390300 had EF 

hand domains at 8-43, 44-79, 81-116 and 117-149 amino 

acid residues.  

 

One of the maize sequences in the group Zm00001d028948 

had EF hand domains at 72-91, 92-127, 129-164 and 165-

197 and the other sequence Zm00001d038543 had EF hand 

domains at 46-63, 64-99, 101-136 and 137-169 amino acid 

residues. The conservation in the domains and the 

similarities in the boundaries of homologous sequences 

showed that they might share similar structure and 

function16.  

 

Evolutionary analysis: The evolutionary relationship of the 

selected genes was analyzed after building a rooted 

phylogenetic tree (figure 2). Based on the tree, the sequences 

were grouped in to three. Group I (LOC_Os02g18880, 

LOC_Os02g18930, LOC_Os05g45810, SORBI_ 

3009G210300 and Zm00001d038730) was OsCBL4 (LOC_ 

Os05g45810) and its homologs. Group II (LOC_ 

Os01g39770, LOC_Os01g51420, SORBI_3003G275000, 

SORBI_3008G046500, Zm00001d023504, Zm00001 

d023506, At4g26570, At5g55990, LOC_Os03g42840, 

Zm00001d033295, LOC_Os12g40510, SORBI_ 

3008G152800 and Zm00001d030955) consisted of 

OsCBL10 (LOC_Os01g51420), OsCBL3 (LOC_ 

Os03g42840) and their homologs. Group III (LOC_ 

Os05g41200, LOC_Os01g59530, LOC_Os11g03980, 

LOC_Os12g03816, At5g21274, At3g56800, At2g41110, 

LOC_Os03g20370, LOC_Os07g48780, SORBI_ 

3001G390300, At5g37780, At2g27030, At1g66410, 

Zm00001d028948, At3g43810 and Zm00001d038543) 

consisted of OsCaM1-1 (LOC_Os03g20370) and its 

homologs. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Phylogenetic tree of 4 rice genes  

and homologous genes 

 

Evolutionary rate was calculated by identifying the Gamma 

Parameter for site rates. Maximum likelihood was used as 

https://www.maizegdb.org/gene_center/gene/Zm00001d028948
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the statistical method. The estimated value of the shape 

parameter for the discrete Gamma Distribution was 1.2651. 

A discrete Gamma distribution was used to model 

evolutionary rate differences among sites (5 categories, 

[+G]).  

 

Mean evolutionary rates in these categories were 0.15, 0.43, 

0.76, 1.23, 2.43 substitutions per site. The amino acid 

frequencies were 7.69% (A), 5.11% (R), 4.25% (N), 5.13% 

(D), 2.03% (C), 4.11% (Q), 6.18% (E), 7.47% (G), 2.30% 

(H), 5.26% (I), 9.11% (L), 5.95% (K), 2.34% (M), 4.05% 

(F), 5.05% (P), 6.82% (S), 5.85% (T), 1.43% (W), 3.23% 

(Y) and 6.64% (V). The maximum Log likelihood for this 

computation was -5246.772. The shape parameter α>1 

indicates a bell shaped distribution which points single-

region mutation rates approximately normally 

distributed32,33. 

 

Genomic sequence analysis: The structures of exons and 

introns were well conserved in group I genes. All the genes 

consisted of 8 exons and 7 introns in this group (figure 3). In 

group II, OsCBL10 (LOC_Os01g51420) had 9 exons and 8 

introns whereas its homologs LOC_Os01g39770 and 

SORBI_3003G275000 had 5 exons and 4 intons, 10 exons 

and 9 introns respectively. The variation in number of 

introns among the members of same group could have arisen 

due to selection pressure41.  OsCBL3 (LOC_Os03g42840) 

and its 8 homologs had 8 exons 7 introns. The other homolog 

At4g26570 had 7 exons and 6 introns.  

 

The intron richness of the group I and II genes indicates the 

functional diversity through alternate splicing and exon 

shuffling27. In group III, OsCaM1-1 (LOC_Os03g20370) 

and 10 of its homologs shared similar number of exons and 

introns (2 exons and 1 intron). Four homologs 

(LOC_Os11g03980, LOC_Os12g03816, At2g27030 and 

Zm00001d028948) had 3 exons and 2 introns. Two other 

homolgs At1g66410 and At3g43810 were with 1 exon and 

no introns.  

 

In each phylogenetic group rice genes and majority of its 

homologs shared similarities in intron-exon structure while 

domains with conserved gene structure may involve in 

similar biological processes.9 The homolgs were considered 

for functional analysis. 

 

Drought related cis-regulatory elements in promoter 
sequences: The stress related cis-regulatory elements in the 

promoter sequences of the 4 rice genes and its homologs can 

provide information about environmental stimuli that might 

influence their gene expression. The identified drought 

related cis-regulatory elements (DRCR) in the sequences are 

given in table 2. All the rice genes and their homologs 

included drought related cis-regulatory elements 

(supplementary material I).  The members in the group of 

OsCBL3 (LOC_Os03g42840) and homologs had 8 to 14 

DRCR. The other group OsCBL 4 (LOC_Os05g45810) and 

homologs had DRCR in the range of   9 to 14. OsCBL 10 

(LOC_Os01g51420) and its homologs had DRCR in the 

range of 10 to 13.  

 

Similarly, the number of DRCR in OsCam1-1 

(LOC_Os03g20370) and its homologs ranged from 5 to 13. 

Two maize genes, Zm00001d033295 and Zm00001d028948 

had unique DRCRs and they were ABREATRD22 and 

ABREZMRAB28 respectively. Abscisic acid (ABA) in 

plants is accumulated under osmotic stress conditions caused 

by drought and ABA-responsive element (ABRE) is the 

major cis-regulatory element for ABA-responsive gene 

expression47.  

 

 
Fig. 3: Gene structure of 4 rice genes and homologous genes 

https://www.maizegdb.org/gene_center/gene/Zm00001d028948
https://www.maizegdb.org/gene_center/gene/Zm00001d028948
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Table 2 

Drought related cis-regulatory elements identified in the genes 
 

Drought related cis regulators Accession No PLACE ID 

ACGT sequence48 S000415 ACGTATERD1 

ABRE-like sequence43 S000414 ABRELATERD1 

DRE249 S000402 DRE2COREZMRAB17 

DRE/CRT50 S000418 DRECRTCOREAT 

CBF51 S000497 CBFHV 

DRE152 S000401 DRE1COREZMRAB17 

MYB binding site53 S000408 MYB1AT 

MYC binding site54 S000174 MYCATRD22 

MYC binding site55 S000413 MYCATERD1 

MYB binding site56 S000176 MYBCORE 

MYB binding site57 S000177 MYB2AT 

MYB binding site54 S000175 MYBATRD22 

MYC binding site58 S000407 MYCCONSENSUSAT 

MYB binding site53 S000409 MYB2CONSENSUSAT 

ABRE59 S000133 ABREZMRAB28 

ABRE54 S000013 ABREATRD22 

 

 
Fig. 4: A. Gene expression of LOC_Os03g42840 by using 11 data sets, B. Gene expression analysis of rice genes  

C. Gene expression analysis of maize genes, D. Gene expression analysis of Arabidopsis genes 

 

Another identified promoter sequence DRE/CRT was 

included in genes showing ABA-independent expression in 

stress responses and tolerance. DREB1/CBF Transcription 

factors specifically interact with the DRE/CRT and control 

the expression of a large number of stress-responsive genes 

in Arabidopsis38. Rice DREB1/CBF-type transcription 

factors are involved in cold-responsive gene expression and 

also conferred improved tolerance to drought in transgenic 

rice23. The other stress relted cis-regulatory elements 

identified belonged to WRKY and basic leucine –zipper 

(bZIP) families.1,2,5,10,12,14,17,29,52-54,56,58,60   

Gene expression with response to drought treatment: 

Transcripts of 13 rice genes were subjected to gene 

expression analysis based on the reported micro array studies 

(figure 4). The number of samples analyzed varied among 

genes, LOC_Os03g42840 (11 data sets), LOC_Os05g45810 

(12 data sets), LOC_Os01g51420 (12 data sets), 

LOC_Os03g20370 (9 data sets), LOC_Os12g40510 (11 data 

sets), LOC_Os02g18880 (3 data sets), LOC_Os02g18930 (2 

data sets), LOC_Os01g39770 (6 data sets), 

LOC_Os01g59530 (12 data sets), LOC_Os11g03980 (3 data 
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sets), LOC_Os12g03816 (4 data sets), LOC_Os05g41200 (6 

data sets), LOC_Os07g48780 (12 data sets).  

 

Except LOC_Os02g18880 and LOC_Os02g18930, all the 

other genes exhibited both up-regulation and down-

regulation in response with various treatment of drought 

stress whereas LOC_Os02g18880 and LOC_Os02g18930 

down-regulated in all the studies. 

 

In the case of maize genes, samples used for each gene were 

as follows: Zm00001d033295 (16 data sets), 

Zm00001d030955 (17 data sets), Zm00001d023504 (8 data 

sets), Zm00001d023506 (10 data sets), Zm00001d038730 

(15 data sets), Zm00001d038543 (17 data sets), 

Zm00001d028948 (15 data sets). The gene 

Zm00001d038730 showed up-regulation in all the studies 

whereas all the other genes showed up- regulation and down-

regulation with response to various drought stress treatment. 

For Arabidopsis, samples used for each gene were as 

follows: At4g26570 (3 data sets), At5g55990 (6 data sets), 

At3g43810 (14 data sets), At2g27030 (1 data set), 

At3g56800 (4 data sets), At2g41110 (15 data sets), 

At5g21274 (13 data sets), At1g66410 (13 data sets) and 

At5g37780 (15 data sets).  

 

The gene At3g56800 was up-regulated in all the 4 studies 

and the gene At2g27030, which was reported in only one 

study was found to be down-regulated. The other genes 

showed both up-regulation and down-regulation according 

to the drought stimulus.  In sorghum 5 genes were analyzed 

manually by using the dataset GSE80699 and it was found 

that 4 genes (SORBI_3008G152800, 

SORBI_3008G046500, SORBI_3001G390300 and 

SORBI_3003G275000) were up-regulated for the drought 

treatment and the gene SORBI_3009G210300 showed down 

regulation for drought treatment. 

 

Molecular modeling and conformational sampling 

analysis: Since certain nuclear domains, gene structures are 

similar even when protein sequence similarity is low, 

sequences can only be aligned with knowledge of protein 

tertiary structure 64.  Homology models demonstrate the 

topology of a given protein with deviations from 

experimental structures and which are normally with Cα 

coordinate root-mean square deviations (RMSD)62.  

Structure refinement methods focus to improve the accuracy 

of homology models toward experimental quality15.  

 

Conformational sampling is a common approach to search 

for structures that are closer to the true native state of the 

protein and identify those via suitable scoring 

functions.37,39,48,55 Structure refinement is attained when the 

sampling generates conformations closer to the native state 

of the protein and when the scoring protocol can differentiate 

such conformations55. This protocol works best when 

selected ensemble subsets are averaged to match the nature 

of experimental structures and reduce scoring function 

noise44,48.  

 

Out of 4 rice proteins in this study, calmodulin-1 

(LOC_Os03g20370) was selected for the structural analysis 

as one of its homolog gene At3g43810 (calmodulin-7) had 

experimentally identified structure with sequence identity 

99.33%. From the template of calmodulin -7 (PDB ID: 

4AQR) A, B chains were selected for the structure modeling 

of the rice protein calmodulin-1 (figure 5).  

 

 
Fig. 5: Homology modeled structure of calmodulin-1 

 

 
Fig. 6: RMSD and RMSF plots of calmodulin-1 by Conformational sampling analysis 

https://www.maizegdb.org/gene_center/gene/Zm00001d028948
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The residue at most favored region according to 

ramachandran plot was 93.71%. QMEAN score for the 

modeled structure was 1.46 and MolProbity score was found 

to be 0.92 which indicates good agreement between modeled 

structure and experimental structure of similar size.  

 

The structural diversity of the modeled structure was 

analyzed through NMSim program and the RMSD plot of 

Cα atoms was computed (figure 6) to understand the 

conformational space and rigidity of the ensemble and the 

average RMSD value was found to be 5.2 Å whereas overall 

flexibility of the residues or average RMSF value was 2.46 

Å. Native like state of calmodulin-1 was identified by 

scrutinizing the global free energy minimum relative to all 

other states from the ensemble by using BACH algorithm 20.  

 

Conclusion 
Even though CBL and CaM family genes of calcium sensors 

are extensively studied for various stress responses, our 

study incorporates the possibility of conformational 

sampling in finding out the best structure for a homology 

model and various structural deviations of a protein in 

solvent. The native like structure was identified in rice 

calmodulin-1 by identifying the global minima from the 

ensemble. Common characteristics of 4 drought responsive 

rice genes and 30 of their homologous genes were identified 

in this study. The rice genes and their homologous genes 

shared sequence similarity ranging from 38.7 to 99.33%, 

even though slight boundary change was observed in 

OsCBL10, OsCaM1-1 and their homologs all the 4 EF hands 

were well conserved among them.  

 

The orthologs from maize and sorghum lacked EF hand 1 in 

the case of OsCBL10 and OsCaM1-1. All the 4 rice genes 

and their ortholog Arabidopsis genes had well conserved 4 

EF hand domains. The genes were further analyzed by their 

evolutionary relationship and it was found that OsCBL4 and 

its homologs clubbed to group I, OsCBL3 and OsCBL10 and 

their homologs in group II and OsCaM1-1 and its homologs 

were in group III. Similarly, in each phylogenetic group rice 

gene, majority of its homologs shared similarities in intron-

exon structure.  

 

Moreover, OsCBL3, OsCBL4 and OsCBL10 and their 

homologs exhibited intron richness which points to their 

functional diversity27. It was also observed that all the 34 

genes had drought related cis-regulatory elements in their 

promoter sequence ranging from 5-14. Gene expression 

analysis proved that all the 34 genes are drought responsive 

as all the genes showed up-regulation or down-regulation 

upon various drought treatments. The results indicate that all 

the 30 homologous genes could be involved in drought 

response.  
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